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Data analysis involves digging through information to identify predictable patterns, interpret results, and make business decisions. Software solutions are often used to perform efficient and optimal data analysis. Companies use analytics in areas such as strategic management, marketing and sales, business development and human
resources. The company's boards and managers meet periodically to develop forward-looking goals and strategies. Data is analyzed to ensure that goals and strategies are quantified in accordance with the company's current situation and are based on business intelligence and not sensations. For managers to establish a goal of
increasing market share by 5 percent within two years, the company's revenue data is compared to industry revenue data to identify the current market share. The evolution of market shares and the expected revenue data are useful in setting reasonable targets. Companies also analyze competitive data, such as revenue, profits and
market size, to identify favourable strengths for planning leverage. Marketing and sales features are strongly driven by data from 2015. Software programs are used to collect and evaluate market research. Companies use data to become more familiar with the characteristics of target customers. For example, Target tracks all
demographic data, such as age and gender, along with customer transactional behavior via an individually assigned Guest ID. Tracking this information allows for highly targeted direct mail or email advertising campaigns. The prominent business marketing system, customer relationship management, is also built on data driven software.
Marketers use profile data and behavioral transaction history to find activity patterns. Such patterns are used to target the right customers in the right way with promotional material. This helps improve sales and service activities. Salespeople use CRM to better manage ongoing interaction with leads and customers, and to keep notes
about core customers. Business development applications with data analysis are closely linked to marketing applications. For example, retailers often analyze customer data to find locations for new stores. If an existing location attracts significant traffic from a radius of 45 to 60 nautical miles, the company can add new stores in nearby
cities to accommodate larger parts of those markets. Companies can diversify product mixes into certain categories by identifying which types of solutions appeal most to their most valued customers. Surveys are often used to collect and interpret data from customers about their preferences. Data analysis is also used in human
resources, as it is more of a strategic process than business function. uses data analysis software for talent management, which involves projecting employees' needs into different departments and positions in line with the company's goals. Data Analysis Data Analysis used in employee evaluations and objectives. Customer service
employees often receive customer satisfaction ratings. If the company determines that the average rating is 92 percent, it can establish training and development plans to raise the average to 95 percent within three months. Also, workers who achieve scores above 95 or 96 percent can receive bonuses or other incentives. Data-driving
scoring systems are also used in promotion decisions, sometimes, to ensure objectivity. HR departments also track employee turnover and retention rates. Data scientists aren't the only ones who need to write data analysis reports. Professionals like actuaries, economists, medical professionals, meteorologists and others, all need to write
such reports. It's actually a great skill to have and is applicable across the board. A data analysis report is a technical summary of the results of a series of experiments and tests. It is typically divided into four sections: description of data preparation, descriptive statistics formed by experimental studies, inferential statistics derived from
quantitative studies and a qualitative analysis that explains the results and summarizes the conclusion. In simpler terms, it is a professional version of high-school lab reports divided into data analysis sections with an introduction, the body of the paper, a conclusion and the appendix that shows all sources. To write a data analysis report,
use a spreadsheet program to sort your results and a word processor or comparable document writing program. For a data analysis report, make sure that all your information has been triple checked for accuracy and that the detection methods are comparable to the subject. In other words: what you want to say, what you've found, how
you found it, and what you think, your results prove. What rules has your industry or company set as far as writing data analysis reports? Start sketching exactly how you want the paper to look. This way, you have a roadmap that can guide you where the report is going. If your report is more than 10 pages long consider writing a table of
contents. The tone should be formal, but not overly stodgy, as it needs easy readability. This is a good time to consider your audience. Is it meant for anyone, or is it only for those in your area? Your tone is informed by your target audience. How to do data analysis in research has the greatest effect is to lay out your graphics, tables,
charts or spreadsheets clearly. This must be done before the body of the paper so you can match up references and points. For each set of data, summarize why it's important. Position the texts as close to the visual as possible for clear readability. The most effective reports information. Try not to rely too much on technical jargon and $5
words. The information, information, be easy to identify and correlate with the graphic. The conclusion should be swift. Its purpose is essential to bind all data analysis sections together. What information should your audience remove from your report? Focus on that. It cannot be overstated that every bit of the report should be checked for
accurate data, grammar, shape, font, and general appearance. It's a smart idea to ask someone else to proofread it because fresh eyes can catch old mistakes. How to write data analysis research reports may seem complicated, but it's more like a puzzle. Pick up all the pieces and start forming the outline and work their way in. Your work
is important and deserves a well-crafted end product to showcase it. Published on: Jan 31, 2020 by Livia Halltari 4214 views No comments Posted in: edX Insider Even if you are not working in the data science field, data analysis skills and tools are still very likely to come in handy. We chatted with a few members of the EDX marketing
team to find out how these skills occur in their daily work, how they were able to pick up on tools in this area despite not having a background in data... Read more about edX Insider: Data Analysis in Marketing Published on: Jan 02, 2020 by Livia Halltari 9532 views No comments Posted in: Learner News This next year and decade will
not be defined by a unique trend, but rather a combination of new technologies and skills – the increasing focus on AI, automation, digital leadership, and more. An easy start to getting a leg up on the trends is a course, but to dive even deeper, consider starting a program. Start exploring our handpicked list of the highest ranked programs
created... Read more about Top-Ranked programs that will prepare you for 2020 and Beyond Published on: Jul 15, 2019 by David McPherson 58535 views No comments Posted in: Learner News Analytical Skills says a lot about a person. In particular, they say a lot of things that are very attractive to an employer, no matter what position
you have. When you demonstrate an ability to analyze data and make informed recommendations, you quickly become an indispensable part of the team. You become the go-to person to help make sense of the mountains of customers and... Read more about 10 Key Ways Analytical Skills Boost Your Resume Published on: May 03,
2019 by Jerry Hamedi 36724 views No comments Posted in: Learner News Data is everywhere. Now that new, new technologies have developed our ability to accumulate data, companies of all sizes across all industries collect huge amounts of data. In many ways, that's the easy part. The hard part is actually manipulating and making
sense of all this data. Organizations need someone to analyze to help make better, data-driven decisions. Queue the information... Read more about data scientists: What they do and how to One Published on: Aug 17, 2017 by Justine Goulart 10196 views No comments Posted in: Learner News 3 In-Demand Programs to help you kickstart your career Built in collaboration with leading organizations and experts, Microsoft Professional Programs (MPP) is designed to teach you the skills you need to start the career you want. Following the successful launch of MPP in Data Science, Microsoft has created two new tracks in two of the most sought after and growing areas
today, Big Data and Front-End... Read more about Microsoft Professional Programs: Data Science, Big Data and Front-End Web Development Published on: Aug 02, 2017 by Becky Sacks 3402 views No comments Posted in: Business A key challenge for businesses today is not collecting and managing customer data, but rather its
analysis. While technologies like Hadoop and Azure make it easier to collect large amounts of data from multiple customer contact points, much of that data's potential is largely untapped. To keep up with the amount of new information, companies need well-trained, analytics-savvy employees who can spot trends, identify... Read more
about 3 steps for developing a data-savvy workforce Posted in: Learner News According to industry analyst Gartner, data science, analysis and machine learning applications are the engines of the future. Amazon, Netflix and Google set the stage, and now it seems each organization is aware of how the data we collect can be used to
deeply influence and improve an organization's performance. The increasing pressure for organizations to turn data into business value, combined with the proliferation of ... Read more about MIT Professional Education Course Helps Brings Complex Data Science Concepts to Life Released on: Jan 11, 2017 by Anant Agarwal 21232
views 3 Comments Posted in: Learner News Today, we are proud to announce that we are working with The Georgia Institute of Technology on a new online master of science (OMS) degree in Analytics that will be offered for less than $10,000 , a quarter of the cost of traditional on-campus programs. This top 10 ranked analytics program
will be a multidisciplinary collaboration between Georgia Tech's College of Engineering, College of Computing... Read more about A Top Analytics Program in an affordable, flexible way Posted in: Learner News In this guest blog post, Devavrat Shah, co-director of MIT Professional Education's new online course, Data Science: Data to
Insights, discusses the development of new technologies and how data science professionals can ensure their skills remain comprehensive and able to meet challenges as they arise in the digital marketplace. We're in the middle of a digital revolution. Amount of data generated... Read more about the future of Data Science: Q&amp;A
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